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Dopamine (DA) neurons in the midbrain ventral
tegmental area (VTA) integrate complex inputs to
encode multiple signals that influence motivated be-
haviors via diverse projections. Here, we combine
axon-initiated viral transduction with rabies-medi-
ated trans-synaptic tracing and Cre-based cell-
type-specific targeting to systematically map input-
output relationships of VTA-DA neurons. We found
that VTA-DA (and VTA-GABA) neurons receive excit-
atory, inhibitory, and modulatory input from diverse
sources. VTA-DA neurons projecting to different
forebrain regions exhibit specific biases in their input
selection. VTA-DA neurons projecting to lateral and
medial nucleus accumbens innervate largely non-
overlapping striatal targets, with the latter also
sending extensive extra-striatal axon collaterals. Us-
ing electrophysiology and behavior, we validated
new circuits identified in our tracing studies,
including a previously unappreciated top-down rein-
forcing circuit from anterior cortex to lateral nucleus
accumbens via VTA-DA neurons. This study high-
lights the utility of our viral-genetic tracing strategies
to elucidate the complex neural substrates that un-
derlie motivated behaviors.INTRODUCTION
Dopamine (DA) neuron dysfunction has been implicated in
numerous brain disorders, including addiction, depression,
schizophrenia, and Parkinson’s disease. Our incomplete under-
standing of the complex brain circuits in which dopamine neu-
rons participate represents a major obstacle to developing
more sophisticated hypotheses and improved treatments for
these disorders. In the mammalian brain, the majority of DA neu-
rons are clustered in two adjacent midbrain regions, the ventral622 Cell 162, 622–634, July 30, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.tegmental area (VTA) and substantia nigra pars compacta
(SNc). Initial in vivo electrophysiological studies suggested that
midbrain DA neurons were a homogenous population, uniformly
excited by rewards or reward-predictive cues and unaffected or
transiently inhibited by aversive events (Mirenowicz and Schultz,
1996; Ungless et al., 2004). These findings were consistent with
behavioral evidence demonstrating an unequivocal relationship
between DA transmission and the reinforcing effects of natural
and drug rewards (Wise and Rompre´, 1989). However, the
simplifying assumption that DA neurons functioned as a homog-
enous unit was called into question as data emerged that were
inconsistent with this account. Although most DA neurons
were activated by reward and reward-predictive cues, some
were activated by noxious or salient stimuli (Brischoux et al.,
2009; Matsumoto and Hikosaka, 2009; Zweifel et al., 2011).
Furthermore, important roles for DA neurons were uncovered
in numerous behavioral or psychological processes other than
reward, including salience, aversion, fear, working memory,
and movement coordination (Bromberg-Martin et al., 2010; Jin
and Costa, 2010; Zweifel et al., 2011; Lammel et al., 2012; Mat-
sumoto and Takada, 2013). Heterogeneity was also detected at
the cellular level, as subpopulations of DA neurons were found to
have distinct intrinsicmolecular and electrophysiological proper-
ties (Margolis et al., 2006a, 2008; Lammel et al., 2008, 2011).
Although a consensus is emerging that DA neurons are best
conceptualized as functionally heterogeneous subpopulations
capable of influencing diverse behavioral states (Bromberg-Mar-
tin et al., 2010; Roeper, 2013; Marinelli and McCutcheon, 2014),
the underlying organizational principles that account for this het-
erogeneity remain unclear. Such principles would be especially
useful in understanding the function of the VTA, which is cyto-
chemically more diverse than the SNc (Margolis et al., 2006b).
In addition to DA neurons, the VTA contains neurons that release
GABA, glutamate, and their various combinations, all of which
form local and long-range connections (Swanson, 1982; Fields
et al., 2007; Morales and Root, 2014; Root et al., 2014). The
anatomical location of a DA neuron’s synaptic inputs and/or out-
puts may be a key determinant of its intrinsic properties and
behavioral roles (Lammel et al., 2008; Margolis et al., 2008; Lam-
mel et al., 2011, 2012). Thus, a comprehensive map detailing
both the input and output connections of VTA-DA neurons would
be of great value in deducing principles of midbrain circuit
function.
Previous studies have sought to separately identify either the
sources of synaptic inputs to VTA neurons (Phillipson, 1979;
Carr and Sesack, 2000; Zahm et al., 2011; Watabe-Uchida
et al., 2012) or the projection targets of these cells (Beckstead
et al., 1979; Swanson, 1982). However, these experiments
have two major limitations. First, synaptic inputs to the two
main classes of VTA neurons (DA and GABA neurons) have not
been comparatively evaluated at the whole-brain level. VTA-DA
and VTA-GABA neurons have distinct firing patterns in vivo
(Cohen et al., 2012), and their optogenetic activation produces
opposing behavioral effects (Tsai et al., 2009; Tan et al., 2012).
Thus, a systematic, comparative analysis of synaptic input
onto VTA-DA and VTA-GABA neurons could be informative in
elucidating general organizational principles that permit interdig-
itated neurons to make distinct contributions to brain function.
A second limitation has been an inability to systematically link
information about a VTA-DA neuron’s inputs with its projection
targets. Although such input-output relationships can be estab-
lished in ultrastructural studies (e.g., Carr and Sesack, 2000), the
methods involved are labor intensive and thus cannot practically
be scaled up to elucidate whole-brain input-output maps.
Accordingly, only a handful of three-node circuits involving
VTA neurons have been identified, undoubtedly representing a
small fraction of such connections.
To address these limitations, we utilized rabies virus-based
andcell-type-specificmonosynaptic tracing techniques (Wicker-
sham et al., 2007; Callaway and Luo, 2015), as well as a viral-ge-
netic strategy that permits whole-brain mapping of input-output
relationships of genetically defined neuronal populations
(Schwarz et al., 2015). Thesemethods allowed for the generation
of a comprehensive, high-resolution map of the input and output
connectivity of VTA-DAneurons, thereby revealing previously un-
appreciated connections, including an anterior cortex/VTA-
DA/nucleus accumbens (NAc) circuit. Using optogenetics,
electrophysiology, and in vivo pharmacology, we verify the func-
tional relevance of this circuit by demonstrating its role in positive
reinforcement. Collectively, our data demonstrate that the input-
output relationships of VTA-DA neuron subpopulations are
complex yet decipherable. They provide a critical roadmap for
the development of more sophisticated and testable hypotheses
about the neural circuit substrates that mediate the diverse
behavioral functions of the VTA, in particular its DA neurons, in
adaptive and pathological behaviors.
RESULTS
VTA-DA and VTA-GABA Neurons Receive Direct Input
from Similar Brain Regions
Rabies-mediated trans-synaptic tracing has previously been
used to map direct inputs to DA neurons in two major midbrain
nuclei, the SNc and VTA (Watabe-Uchida et al., 2012). To
comprehensively map input and output through the VTA, we first
extended these studies by comparing direct inputs to both VTA-
DA and VTA-GABA neurons and then examined the cell types in
the input regions that synapse onto these two VTA populations.To restrict our analysis specifically to VTA-DA and VTA-GABA
neurons, we used DAT-Cre mice, in which Cre mimics the
expression pattern of the plasma membrane dopamine trans-
porter (Ba¨ckman et al., 2006; Lammel et al., 2015), and GAD2-
Cre mice, in which Cre mimics the expression of glutamic acid
decarboxylase-2 (Taniguchi et al., 2011), an enzyme that coverts
glutamate to GABA (Figure S1). Two adeno-associated viruses
(AAVs), expressing, respectively, a Cre-dependent TVA (the re-
ceptor for viruses containing the avian EnvA envelope glycopro-
tein) fused with mCherry (TC) and a Cre-dependent rabies
glycoprotein (G), were injected into the VTA of these mice (Fig-
ure 1A) (Miyamichi et al., 2013). Two weeks later, we injected
EnvA-pseudotyped, G-deleted, and GFP-expressing rabies vi-
rus (RVdG). RVdG could only infect TC-expressing mammalian
cells due to the EnvA pseudotype. Co-expression of G enabled
TC-expressing neurons to complement RVdG and produce in-
fectious rabies viruses that spread to their presynaptic partners.
Almost all starter cells (defined by co-expression of TC and GFP)
in the DAT-Cre mice expressed tyrosine hydroxylase (TH, a
marker for DA neurons) (Figure 1B; quantified in Figure 1P, inset),
whereas few starter cells in the VTA of GAD2-Cre mice co-
expressed TH (Figure 1C; quantified in Figure 1P, inset). Control
experiments demonstrated that the rabies-mediated trans-syn-
aptic tracing depended on Cre recombinase, TC, and G expres-
sion (Figure S2). Together, these results validated the cell-type
specificity for input tracing.
We comparatively evaluated the sources of synaptic inputs to
VTA-DA and VTA-GABA neurons by examining the distribution of
GFP-positive neurons across different brain regions. Consistent
with previous results (Watabe-Uchida et al., 2012), VTA-DA (Fig-
ures 1D–1O) and VTA-GABA (data not shown) neurons received
direct synaptic inputs from diverse neuronal types in a wide
range of brain regions. We quantified input neurons in 22 brain
regions (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details)
and calculated the proportion of inputs from each region for both
DAT-Cre- and GAD2-Cre-based tracing (Figure 1P and Table
S1). VTA-GABA neurons received proportionally more inputs
from the anterior cortex and central amygdala (CeA), whereas
VTA-DA neurons received more inputs from the paraventricular
hypothalamus (PVH) and lateral hypothalamus (LH), although
none of these differences were significant when corrected for
multiple comparisons. These results suggest that VTA-DA and
VTA-GABA neurons receive largely similar input from different
brain regions.
VTA-DA and VTA-GABA Neurons Receive Input from
Diverse Cell Types
To explore whether differences may exist at the cellular level
within each input region, we combined in situ hybridization (ISH)
with rabies tracing (Takatoh et al., 2013; Weissbourd et al.,
2014) on three selected input regions: the PVH, LH, and dorsal
raphe (DR), each ofwhich contains heterogeneous neuronal pop-
ulations that are implicated in reward-related behaviors.
In the PVH (Figure 2A), we used probes for genes encoding the
precursors for the neuropeptides oxytocin and arginine vaso-
pressin (AVP), which have been implicated in several behavioral
processes, including reward, fear, and anxiety (Stoop, 2012).
However, it is unknown whether neurons producing theseCell 162, 622–634, July 30, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 623
Figure 1. Rabies-Mediated Trans-synaptic Tracing Reveals Inputs to VTA-DA and -GABA Neurons
(A) Schematic of rabies tracing, shown for DAT-Cre. Left, diagrams of the injection site (blue box highlights the VTA) and the viruses used. (1) Injections of AAVs
expressing Cre-dependent TVA-mCherry (TC) and rabies glycoprotein (G) were targeted unilaterally to the VTA. (2) Two weeks later, EnvA-pseudotyped,
G-deleted, GFP-expressing rabies virus (RVdG) was injected into the same VTA site. (3) Five days were allowed for rabies to transduce and label synaptically
connected input neurons.
(B and C) In the VTA (between the dotted lines), most TC-expressing cells in DAT-Cremice co-stained with the anti-tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) antibody (B), while
TC-labeled cells in GAD2-Cre animals did not (C). In the insets, arrows indicate TC-expressing cells. Green, GFP from RVdG; red, TC; magenta, TH immuno-
reactivity. Scale, 200 mm (100 mm for inset).
(D–I) Horizontal section series showing brain-wide distribution of input to VTA-DA neurons. Scale, 1 mm.
(J–O) High-magnification images of rabies-infected input neurons, including principal neurons in the cortex and striatal projection neurons in the NAcCore (yellow
arrowheads). Scale, 100 mm.
(P) Quantification of inputs to VTA-DA or VTA-GABA neurons from DAT-Cre or GAD2-Cre mice, respectively. Data are shown as percent of inputs from a given
region relative to total counted inputs throughout a given brain. Although overall inputs to DA and GABA neurons are significantly different (p < 0.01, Fisher’s
combined probability test), no individual input showed a significant preference for DA or GABA neurons (p > 0.05 for all inputs, t test with Holm-Sidak correction
for multiple comparisons). Inset, 95% of starter cells in the VTA of DAT-Cre mice are TH+, whereas 4% in GAD2-Cre animals are TH+; n = 4 for each condition.
In this and all subsequent figures, error bars represent SEM.
See also Figure S1, S2, S4, and S5 and Tables S1, S2, and S3 for related data.
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Figure 2. VTA-DA and VTA-GABA Neurons
Receive Synaptic Inputs from Diverse Cell
Types
(A) Coronal schematic showing the PVH (blue),
where inputs to VTA-DA and -GABA neurons were
examined for expression of the mRNAs encoding
either oxytocin (B1, B3) or arginine vasopressin
(AVP; B2, B4) precursors.
(B) Overlap of ISH signals (red) with GFP from
RVdG (green) was observed for inputs to both
VTA-DA (B1–B2) and VTA-GABA (B3–B4) neurons.
Arrowheads indicate cells co-labeled with ISH
probe and GFP.
(C) Quantification of percentage of total rabies-
labeled inputs in the PVH that co-stained with ISH
probe. Both oxytocin+ (p < 0.001, t test) and AVP+
(p = 0.02) neurons showed a preference for
sending input to VTA-GABA neurons. n = 6 (mice)
for both probes in DAT-Cre, and n = 5 for both
probes in GAD2-Cre mice.
(D–F) ISH in the LH for mRNAs encoding orexin
(hypocretin) or NT, analogous to (A)–(C). (F) Both
orexin neurons (p = 0.0143) and NT neurons
(p = 0.03) showed a preference for VTA-DA neu-
rons. n = 4 for all.
(G–I) ISH in the DR for genes encoding Tph2,
GAD1/2, VGluT1/2/3, and TH in DAT-Cremice. No
TH+/GFP+ neurons were observed. (I) Serotonin
(p = 0.27), GABA (p = 0.97), and glutamate
(p = 0.84) neurons did not show a preference for
VTA-DA or VTA-GABA neurons. n = 4 for all. The
combined fraction exceeded 100% because a
large fraction of neurons were both vGluT3+ and
Tph2+.
All statistics were t tests. p values were obtained
with Holm-Sidak correction for multiple compari-
sons where applicable. Scale, 100 mm. See Table
S2 for related data.peptides directly synapse onto VTA neurons. Co-labeling of
RVdG-GFP with probes corresponding to oxytocin or AVP was
observed when tracing inputs to both VTA-DA and VTA-GABA
neurons (Figure 2B). For those GFP+ PVH neurons that synapsed
onto VTA-DA neurons,6% eachwere oxytocin+ and AVP+ (Fig-
ure 2C). These fractions increased to 13% each for oxytocin+
and AVP+ neurons that synapsed onto VTA-GABA neurons
(Figure 2C).
In the LH (Figure 2D), we used probes corresponding to the
neuropeptides neurotensin (NT) and hypocretin (orexin), whichCell 162, 622–also have been linked to reward-related
behaviors (Korotkova et al., 2003; Kem-
padoo et al., 2013). NT+ and orexin+ neu-
rons were labeled by RVdG-GFP in both
DAT-Cre and GAD2-Cre mice, indicating
that they synapse directly onto VTA-DA
and VTA-GABA neurons (Figure 2E).
Interestingly, both NT+ and orexin+ neu-
rons exhibited a 2-fold preference for
DA neurons (Figure 2F).
The DR contains heterogeneous
neuronal populations that utilize differentneurotransmitters, including serotonin, GABA, and glutamate
(Weissbourd et al., 2014), and has recently been shown to
send a reward signal to the VTA, largely through neurons that
co-express both vGluT3 (a marker for a subset of glutamatergic
neurons) and Tph2 (a serotonin neuron marker) (Liu et al., 2014;
McDevitt et al., 2014). To determine the neurochemical identity
of DR cells that synapse onto VTA-DA and VTA-GABA neurons,
we used ISH probes designed to detect either (1) all three vesic-
ular glutamate transporters (vGluT1/2/3), markers of excitatory
glutamatergic neurons; (2) both glutamic acid decarboxylases634, July 30, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 625
(GAD1/2), markers of inhibitory GABAergic neurons; or (3) Tph2.
All three populations contributed a large fraction of DR input to
both VTA-DA and VTA-GABA neurons with similar relative pref-
erences (Figures 2G–2I).
Taken together, these results indicate that VTA neurons
receive complex synaptic inputs from excitatory, inhibitory,
and modulatory (serotonergic and peptidergic) neurons. These
inputs synapse onto both VTA-DA and VTA-GABA neurons
with some quantitative differences in their preferences.
TRIO and cTRIO Analyses Reveal Distinct Inputs onto
VTA Neurons Based on Their Output
Previous studies have demonstrated considerable heterogeneity
in the properties of VTA-DA neurons that correlates with the loca-
tion to which VTA-DA neurons project (Lammel et al., 2008;
Margolis et al., 2008). To investigate whether DA neurons projec-
ting to different targets receive inputs from different brain areas,
we utilized recently developed TRIO (for tracing the relationship
between input and output) and cTRIO (for cell-type-specific
TRIO) techniques (Schwarz et al., 2015). TRIO relies on the
axonal uptake of CAV-Cre, a canine adenovirus vector express-
ing Cre recombinase that efficiently transduces axon terminals
(Soudais et al., 2001). RVdG-mediated input tracing based on
CAV-Cre injected at a projection site can reveal inputs to projec-
tion-defined VTA subpopulations (Figure S3A). cTRIO further re-
fines input tracing to VTA-DA neurons that project to a specific
output site by utilizing CAV-FLExloxP-Flp that expresses a Cre-
dependent Flp recombinase in conjunction with AAVs express-
ing Flp-dependent TC and G in DAT-Cre mice (Figure 3A). Four
major targets of DA neurons were selected for CAV injections:
two subdivisions of the ventral striatum (lateral or medial nucleus
accumbens [NAcLat and NAcMed]), medial prefrontal cortex
(mPFC), and amygdala (Amy) (Figures 3B and S3B–S3E).
The starter cell locations in TRIO and cTRIO experiments were
consistent with a topographic organization of VTA-DA neurons
based on their projection targets (Lammel et al., 2008). Along
the medial-lateral axis, starter cells for NAcLat-projecting neu-
rons were more laterally distributed within the VTA compared
to starter cells for NAcMed-projecting neurons, for example (Fig-
ures 3C, S3F, and S4). Quantification of VTA starter cells based
on TH staining revealed that these four groups contained
different fractions of DA neurons in the TRIO experiments,
ranging from 90% for NAcLat-projecting to <50% for mPFC-
and Amy-projecting VTA neurons (Figure S3G), which is consis-
tent with previous studies using conventional tracers (Swanson,
1982). By contrast, >90% of the starter cells for all four groups
were TH+ in cTRIO experiments (Figure 3D), validating the
neurochemical specificity of the cTRIO strategy.
Both TRIO and cTRIO analyses revealed quantitative differ-
ences in the inputs onto VTA neurons according to their outputs
(Figures S3H and 3E); the variation in cTRIO experiments was
smaller than for TRIO (Table S2), likely because starter cells
were defined not only by projection but also cell type. We focus
our discussion on cTRIO experiments because of the clear DA
neuron identity. Notably, NAcLat-projecting VTA-DA neurons
received proportionally more input from the anterior cortex, dor-
sal striatum, nucleus accumbens core (NAcCore) and lateral
shell (NAcLatS), but less input from the DR, than the three other626 Cell 162, 622–634, July 30, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.VTA-DA populations. In contrast, NAcMed-projecting DA neu-
rons received preferential input from the NAc medial shell
(NAcMedS) at the expense of the dorsal striatum (Figure 3E).
These experiments demonstrate that VTA-DA neurons that proj-
ect to different output sites receive biased input from selective
regions, notably the DR and different striatal regions.
NAcMed- and NAcLat-Projecting DA Neurons Have
Distinct Arborization Patterns
A striking finding from the TRIO and cTRIO analyses is that VTA-
DA neurons that project to subdivisions of the ventral striatum
(NAcMed versus NAcLat) receive highly biased inputs from
different brain regions. This suggests that these projections orig-
inate from largely different populations of DA neurons. Indeed,
individual VTA-DA neurons have been suggested to innervate
one selective projection target based on lack of co-labeling of
retrograde tracers injected into different VTA projection sites
(Fallon, 1981; Swanson, 1982; Margolis et al., 2006a; Lammel
et al., 2008). However, this methodology may not detect all
axonal collateralizations because potential target regions can
only be sampled one to three at a time. Additionally, incomplete
coverage of the retrograde tracer within each sampled region
may reduce the probability of detecting axon collateralization.
To overcome these limitations, we employed an intersectional
strategy to label VTA-DA neurons that project to a specific output
target (Figure 4A) that allowed us to directly visualize axonal
arbors of anatomically defined DA neurons, permitting a more
comprehensive analysis of the axonal collateralization (or lack
thereof) of specific DA neuron subpopulations.
We injected CAV-FLExloxP-Flp into the NAcLat or NAcMed
of DAT-Cre mice and an AAV-expressing Flp-dependent
membrane-tethered GFP (mGFP) into the VTA. This allowed
examination of the axonal arborization pattern of NAcLat- or
NAcMed-projecting VTA-DA neurons. Quantification of these
axonal projections in ten brain regions revealed that the axon
arbors of the NAcLat-projecting DA neurons largely avoided
the NAc medial shell, while projecting more laterally and broadly
in the striatum, including the dorsal striatum (Figures 4B and 4C;
quantified in Figure 4D). By contrast, axonal arbors of NAcMed-
projecting VTA-DA neurons were highly enriched in the NAc
medial shell (Figure 4B, quantified in Figure 4D) but largely
avoided the NAc lateral shell. In total, NAcLat-projecting DA neu-
rons had 3-fold broader arborizations in the striatum than
NAcMed-projecting DA neurons (Figure 4E). Very few axonal
arbors were observed in the mPFC or central amygdala from
either condition. Interestingly, while the axonal arbors of
NAcLat-projecting DA neurons were largely confined to the stria-
tum, NAcMed-projecting DA neurons sent significant collaterals
outside the striatum, including the septum and ventral pallidum,
indicating that this DA subpopulation is capable of simulta-
neously influencing neural activity in multiple brain regions.
Electrophysiological Examination of Synaptic
Connections Predicted by cTRIO
cTRIO analysis of the input-output relationships of VTA-DA neu-
rons revealed several previously unrecognized connectivity
patterns. To determine whether they represent functional con-
nections, we performed ex vivo electrophysiological assays, in
Figure 3. cTRIO Analysis of the Input-Output Relationships of VTA-DA Neurons
(A and B) Schematic of cTRIO experiments. (1) CAV-FLExloxP-Flp was injected into one of four output sites (coronal schematics in B). (2) On the same day, AAVs
that express Flp-dependent TC and G were injected into the VTA. (3) Two weeks later, RVdG was injected into the VTA. (4) Five days later, histological analyses
were performed.
(C) Average starter cell distributions in the VTA for four cTRIO conditions. The center of each oval represents the center of mass of starter cells, and the horizontal
and vertical radii of the oval represent one SD of starter cells in the medial-lateral and dorsal-ventral axes, respectively. See Figure S4 for more details.
(D) Percentage of starter cells that co-labeled with TH for each cTRIO condition.
(E) Whole-brain input data to each of the VTA neuronal populations defined by cTRIO (n = 4 for each condition). Percentage of total inputs is plotted on the x axis,
and brain region is plotted on the y axis. Brain regions with significant differences (p < 0.05, one-way ANOVA for each brain region, with Holm-Sidak correction for
22 one-way ANOVAs) are highlighted in gray. Asterisk (*) shows NAcLatS, NAcCore, and DR send significantly different fractional input to NAcLat-projecting VTA-
DA neurons compared to NAcMed, mPFC, and Amy-projecting VTA-DA neurons (p < 0.05, post hoc pairwise comparisons with Holm-Sidak corrections for 6
comparisons). Because NAcLat-projecting VTA-DA neurons produce the most inputs (Table S1), the input distribution from NAcLat-based cTRIO resembles
Figure 1P the most.
See Figure 1 for abbreviation of anatomical regions and Figures S2, S3, and S4 and Tables S1, S2, and S3 for related data.which we optically activated individual VTA inputs expressing
channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) while recording from identified DA
neurons projecting to specific targets labeled with retrobeads
(Lammel et al., 2012).
Previous work suggested that lateral habenula (LHb) neurons
do not make synaptic connections onto VTA-DA neurons projec-
ting to the NAcLat (Lammel et al., 2012), whereas cTRIO analysis
suggests that LHb inputs comprised 3% of all inputs to this
population. To investigate this discrepancy, we injected an
AAV-expressing ChR2 into the LHb and red retrobeads into the
NAcLat of transgenic mice in which DA neurons were GFP+ (Fig-ure 5A). Whole-cell recordings weremade from acute slices con-
taining VTA neurons that were both green (DA+) and red (NAcLat
projecting). Light-evoked synaptic responseswere observed in 2
of 26 recorded neurons (Figures 5B–5D), which were blocked by
the AMPA receptor antagonist CNQX. These observations are
consistent both with previous observations that the LHb input
to NAcLat-projecting VTA-DA neurons is sparse (zero of four
cells; Lammel et al., 2012) and with our cTRIO results showing
that such a connection exists. The location of responding neu-
rons may explain why previous electrophysiology studies may
have missed this connection, as the responding cells wereCell 162, 622–634, July 30, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 627
Figure 4. Axonal Arborization Analysis of NAcLat- and NAcMed-Projecting VTA-DA Neurons
(A) Schematic of experimental setup. (1) CAV-FLExloxP-Flp was injected into either the NAcLat or NAcMed. (2) On the same day, an AAV expressing Flp-
dependent membrane-GFP was injected into the VTA. Brains were harvested 2 months later.
(B) Representative coronal sections showing axonal projections of NAcMed-projecting (middle) and NAcLat-projecting (right) VTA-DA neurons in the striatum,
along with an atlas schematic (left). Dotted lines outline subdivisions of the striatum. DLS, dorsolateral striatum; DMS, dorsomedial striatum.
(C) Same as in (B) except more posterior coronal sections are shown. Dotted lines outline the BNST.
(D) Proportion of total arborization of NAcMed- and NAcLat-projecting VTA-DA neurons across ten brain regions. An average of 349 ± 80 VTA-DA neurons were
labeled by targeting the NAcMed (n = 5) and 366 ± 106 neurons by the NAcLat (n = 4).
(E) NAcLat-projecting DA neurons showed a broader arborization than NAcMed-projecting DA neurons, as evidenced by a greater area covered by labeled
axonal arbors. Scale, 500 mm.located more ventrally (Figure 5B) than expected for NAcLat-
projecting DA neurons (Lammel et al., 2008). This example also
illustrates that rabies-based trans-synaptic techniques have
the sensitivity to uncover relatively rare connections that could
be missed using other techniques.
Another surprising cTRIO result is that the anterior cortex,
including the mPFC, makes monosynaptic connections onto
NAc-projecting DA neurons (Figure 3E). Previous electron micro-
scopy studies using classical tracers suggested that mPFC in-
puts to the VTA synapse onto mPFC-projecting but not onto
NAc-projecting DA neurons (Carr and Sesack, 2000). To investi-
gate this discrepancy, we performed similar electrophysiological
recordings to those just described but injected the AAV-express-
ing ChR2 into the mPFC. 5 of 37 NAcLat-projecting VTA-DA628 Cell 162, 622–634, July 30, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.neurons showed a time-locked response to photostimulation
(Figures 5B–5D), functionally validating a pathway identified by
cTRIO. As our input tracing data demonstrated that anterior
cortical input to VTA-DA neurons also arose from other frontal
cortical regions besides the mPFC (Figure S5), in separate ex-
periments we injected the AAV-expressing ChR2 into broader
anterior cortical regions, including the insular and orbitofrontal
cortices in addition to the mPFC. In these mice, 19 of 36
NAcLat-projecting VTA-DA neurons showed a time-locked
response to photostimulation that was blocked by CNQX. These
connections also displayed a higher mean EPSC amplitude
(28.4 ± 7.7 pA for anterior cortex versus 14.9 ± 3.0 pA for
mPFC, Figure 5E), likely due to more anterior cortical cells ex-
pressing ChR2. Thus, our data suggest that signals arising
Figure 5. Electrophysiological Validation of New Pathways Identified Using cTRIO
(A) Schematic of experimental setup. An AAV expressing ChR2-eYFP was injected into the lateral habenula (LHb), mPFC, or anterior cortex (depicted); red
retrobeads were injected into the NAcLat; and AAV-CMV-FLExloxP-GFP was injected into the VTA of a DAT-Cremouse. Two months later, whole-cell recordings
were conducted from GFP+ retrobead+ neurons in acute VTA slices while photostimulating ChR2-expressing axons and terminals.
(B) Map of responding (green) and non-responding (red) cells to photostimulation.
(C) Sample EPSCs from identified VTA-DA neurons receiving inputs from the LHb, mPFC, or anterior cortex.
(D) Quantification of connectivity from each input site.
(E) Average EPSC amplitudes from responding cells at –60 mV in each experiment. Colored shapes and black bars indicate individual values and the means,
respectively.
See Figure S5 for related data.from the anterior cortex are capable of influencing neural activity
in a large proportion of NAcLat-projecting VTA-DA neurons.
The Anterior Cortex/VTA-DA/NAcLat Circuit Is
Reinforcing
We next asked what role the anterior cortex/VTA-DA/NAcLat
circuit could play in behavior. As the anterior cortex provided
excitatory input onto NAcLat-projecting VTA-DA neurons in our
slice recordings, we hypothesized that activation of anteriorcortical inputs to the VTA in vivo would lead to DA release in
the NAcLat, which would be reinforcing. To test this hypothesis,
we injected mice with an AAV expressing either ChR2-eYFP
(n = 7) or eYFP alone (n = 8) into the anterior cortex (including
the mPFC, insular, and orbitofrontal cortices) and implanted op-
tical fibers targeted just dorsal to the VTA (Figures 6A, 6B, and
S6). After waiting 2 to 3 months, mice were subjected to an intra-
cranial self-stimulation (ICSS) procedure during which they were
allowed to respond freely at 5 adjacent nosepoke ports forCell 162, 622–634, July 30, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 629
Figure 6. Behavioral Function of the Anterior Cortex/VTA-DA/NAcLat Circuit
(A) Schematic of experimental setup. An AAV expressing either ChR2-eYFP or eYFP was injected into the anterior cortex (medial and lateral sites), and optical
fibers were implanted above the VTA so that anterior cortex axon terminals innervating the VTA could be optically stimulated. A guide cannula was also implanted
targeting the NAcLat in all mice for drug delivery in some experiments. All manipulations were bilateral.
(B) Top, ChR2-eYFP expression following virus injection into the anterior cortex. Scale, 1 mm. Bottom, ChR2-eYFP-expressing axon terminals in the VTA of the
same mouse. Blue lines indicate optical fiber tips. Scale, 100 mm.
(C) Schematic of ICSS task. Mice were allowed to respond freely at 5 nosepoke ports for 1 hr per day over 5 training days. A response at 4 ports resulted in the
delivery of a 2 s train of light pulses at varying frequencies (1, 5, 10, and 20 Hz); an LED in the back of the port was concurrently illuminated to serve as a visual cue
indicating ongoing stimulation. Responses at a fifth control port (0 Hz) had no consequence. For the first training session, all nosepokes were baited to facilitate
initial investigation.
(D) Mice expressing ChR2-eYFP (n = 7) developed a strong preference for the 20 Hz port as compared to the 0 Hz control port (one-way Friedman repeated-
measures ANOVA on ranks, main effect of nosepoke type p < 0.006 on days 3–5; 20 Hz versus 0 Hz p < 0.05, Tukey post hoc tests).
(E) Mice expressing eYFP (n = 8) responded at similarly low levels at all nosepoke ports (p > 0.351, days 1–5).
(F) On training day 5, ChR2-eYFP mice made significantly more nosepokes at the 20 Hz port than eYFP mice (Mann-Whitney Rank-Sum test with Bonferroni
correction, p = 0.005), indicating that optical activation of the anterior cortex-VTA projection is reinforcing.
(G–I) Infusion of the non-selective dopamine receptor antagonist flupenthixol into the NAcLat dose-dependently decreased responding for 20 Hz stimulation of
anterior cortex/VTA projections in ChR2-eYFP-expressing mice (n = 5) (G; one-way repeated-measures ANOVA, main effect of drug p < 0.001; 10 mg and 5 mg
flupenthixol versus saline vehicle; p < 0.001 and p = 0.01, respectively, Holm-Sidak post hoc tests). Doses indicate amount of drug delivered per hemisphere in
0.25 ml saline. While locomotion was concurrently decreased by flupenthixol (H; one-way repeated-measures ANOVA, main effect of drug p < 0.001; 10 mg,
(legend continued on next page)
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photostimulation. Responses at 4 ports resulted in photostimu-
lation of anterior cortex/VTA projections at varying stimulation
frequencies (1, 5, 10, or 20 Hz) for 2 s; responses at a fifth control
port did not result in any stimulation (Figure 6C). ChR2-eYFP-ex-
pressing mice developed a strong preference for the 20 Hz port
over successive training days, making significantly more re-
sponses at this port than at the control port that did not produce
stimulation (Figure 6D). In contrast, eYFP-expressing control
mice did not show this preference (Figures 6E and 6F).
To determine whether the reinforcing effects of anterior
cortex/VTA projection stimulation required DA release in the
NAcLat, we combined site-specific pharmacology with our
optogenetic manipulation. In a subset of high-responding
ChR2-eYFP-expressing mice (n = 5), we infused varying doses
of flupenthixol, a non-selective DA receptor antagonist, or saline
vehicle, into the NAcLat via previously implanted cannulae tar-
geting this area (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures;
Figures 6A and S6). Flupenthixol infusion into the NAcLat prior
to ICSS behavioral sessions resulted in a dose-dependent
decrease in responding for 20 Hz stimulation of anterior
cortex/VTA projections (Figure 6G), which is consistent with
our hypothesis that optically evoked DA release in NAcLat was
a critical mediator of the ICSS behavior we observed. Flupen-
thixol infusion also reduced locomotion during ICSS sessions
(Figure 6H). However, the latency to initiate response at the
20 Hz nosepoke port was unaffected (Figure 6I), indicating that
mice were physically capable of making nosepoke responses
under the influence of flupenthixol. Importantly, because behav-
ioral sessions did not begin until >10 min after drug infusions
were complete, DA receptors in the NAcLat were likely to be fully
blocked at the beginning of the session when latency measure-
ments were recorded.
Taken together, these data suggest that the anterior cortex
makes direct, excitatory synaptic connections onto VTA-DA
neurons projecting to the NAcLat and that activation of this cir-
cuit is reinforcing.
DISCUSSION
We have utilized rabies-mediated trans-synaptic tracing and
TRIO/cTRIO to dissect the complex circuits in which midbrain
VTA-DA neurons participate. Our unbiased anatomical mapping
revealed the global input-output architecture of the majority of
VTA-DA neurons. We validated two previously unknown circuits
with electrophysiology and identified a behavioral function of one
of the new circuits. Below, we discuss the technical and concep-
tual implications of these findings.
Technical Considerations
Recent trans-synaptic tracing techniques have permitted sys-
tematic, high-resolution analyses of inputs based on the loca-
tion, genetic identity (cell type), or axonal projection of starter
cells (Callaway and Luo, 2015). cTRIO simultaneously leverages5 mg and 2.5 mg flupenthixol versus saline vehicle; p < 0.001, p < 0.001, and p =
response was unaffected (I; p = 0.482), indicating that mice were physically ca
flupenthixol was administered.
See Figure S6 for related data.all of these targeting strategies, thereby allowing access to more
specific starter cell populations for dissecting complex circuits,
such as those involving VTA-DA neurons. A previous method
of labeling inputs based on outputs of VTA-DA neurons relied
on RVdG injection directly into an output site and trans-comple-
menting the virus in VTA-DA neurons by expressing G under the
control of TH-Cre (Lammel et al., 2012). A caveat of this method
is that if RVdG spread among DA neurons, input-output speci-
ficity would be compromised, as all TH-Cre-expressing neurons
would be competent to initiate trans-synaptic tracing. As TRIO
and cTRIO limit TC and G expression only to neurons projecting
directly to the target site, the input-output relationship is pre-
served even if VTA-DA neurons are locally connected. In addi-
tion, TRIO and cTRIO produced about 10-fold more efficient
labeling than the previous method (Lammel et al., 2012), thus
identifying more comprehensive monosynaptic inputs to projec-
tion-based VTA-DA subpopulations.
The electrophysiological validations of new connections iden-
tified in our cTRIO experiments highlight the sensitivity of rabies-
mediated trans-synaptic tracing techniques. Although previous
electrophysiological (Lammel et al., 2012) and electron micro-
scopy studies (Carr and Sesack, 2000) failed to identify LHb/
VTA-DA/NAcLat or mPFC/VTA-DA/NAcLat circuits, their
presence in our cTRIO experimentsmotivated a further examina-
tion. Our observations support the hypothesis that the LHb
sends a weak input to the NAcLat-projecting VTA-DA neurons.
We also identified and validated direct synaptic connections
from the mPFC onto VTA-DA neurons projecting to the NAc.
Although electron microscopy and slice electrophysiology are
powerful methods for studying circuit architecture and function,
they are less suited for large-scale connectivity analyses. TRIO/
cTRIO provide a global ‘‘scaffold’’ to identify input-output archi-
tecture of a region and/or cell types of interest. The properties
and function of the circuits can be further investigated using
complementary methods such as electrophysiology and opto-
genetics, as exemplified in our study. These combined ap-
proaches can be applied to many other cell types and circuits
in the mammalian brain.
Architecture of VTA-DA Circuitry
Our whole-brain trans-synaptic tracing experiments from VTA-
DA and VTA-GABA neurons have extended previous findings
(Watabe-Uchida et al., 2012). We observed that both types of
neurons receive inputs from a wide variety of brain regions,
with overall similar distributions (Figure 1). This is reminiscent
of our recent input-tracing study in the DR, where serotonin
and GABA neurons receive qualitatively similar input from
diverse brain regions (Weissbourd et al., 2014). This common
feature could be used for input to VTA or DR GABA neurons to
serve as feed-forward inhibition to regulate the activity of DA or
serotonin neurons. As is the case for DR-serotonin and -GABA
neurons, VTA-DA and -GABA neurons receive diverse direct
input from excitatory, inhibitory, and modulatory neurons,0.003, respectively, Holm-Sidak post hoc tests), the latency to make the first
pable of performing nosepoke responses during behavioral sessions where
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including prominent direct input from DR serotonin and GABA
neurons (Figure 2), highlighting the complex regulation of these
neuromodulatory systems and their rich interactions.
In addition to the complex input patterns, VTA-DA neurons
project to diverse output sites that appear to correlate with their
intrinsic properties, cell body location, and, in one specific
example, input preference (Lammel et al., 2008, 2011, 2012).
Our TRIO/cTRIO analyses have provided a comprehensive over-
view of the input-output relationships of multiple subtypes of
VTA-DA neurons projecting to four principal output sites: the nu-
cleus accumbens (NAcMed and NAcLat), medial prefrontal cor-
tex, and amygdala. Our data confirmed a correlation between
VTA output sites and the location of the cell soma within the
VTA (Figure S4). At the same time, these data have produced a
more nuanced picture of the input-output relationships of this
complex structure than the discrete pathways suggested by a
previous study (Lammel et al., 2012), likely reflecting the sensi-
tivity of the TRIO techniques (see above). Qualitatively, VTA-DA
neurons projecting to all output sites receive input from all 22
brain regions examined in this study. Quantitatively, however,
input patterns can be highly biased depending on the output
sites (Figures 3 and S3). NAcLat-projecting VTA-DA neurons
have the most distinct input patterns compared with the three
other groups of VTA-DA neurons examined in this study. Further-
more, our axonal arborization analysis (Figure 4) demonstrates
that NAcLat-projecting VTA-DA neurons have little overlap with
NAcMed-projecting VTA-DA neurons in their striatal target re-
gions and that NAcMed-projecting VTA-DA neurons have previ-
ously unknown extra-striatal collateralization. Thus, our data
support a biased input/discrete output architecture for VTA-DA
circuitry. A similar input-output architecture also applies to
SNc-DA circuitry (Lerner et al., 2015 [in this issue of Cell]).
As themajor output site of VTA-DA neurons and a crucial struc-
ture implicated in reward processing and drug addiction, the
nucleus accumbens has been intensively studied. However,
NAc-projecting DA neurons have been considered a homoge-
neous population. Our data demonstrate that NAcMed- and
NAcLat-projecting VTA-DA neurons represent two discrete
populations with distinct targets and receive differential inputs.
NAcLat-projecting VTA-DA neurons preferentially receive input
from the anterior cortex and striatal regions, whereas NAcMed-
projecting VTA-DA neurons preferentially receive input from the
dorsal raphe (Figure 3E). Together with the differential gene
expression and firing patterns, these observations strongly sug-
gest that these DA neuron subpopulations are integrated into
different circuits and serve distinct biological functions. These
findings highlight the importance of differentiatingDAneuron sub-
populationsandNAcsub-regionswherepossible in futurestudies.
The observations of discrete outputs and specific input-output
relationships for VTA-DA neurons contrast with the architecture
of locus coeruleus norepinephrine (LC-NE) circuits. LC-NE neu-
rons received similar inputs regardless of where they project,
and projection-defined subpopulations of LC-NE neurons also
project to all brain regions examined (Schwarz et al., 2015).
Although these catecholamine circuits have sometimes been
treated as complementary systems, with the DA neurons projec-
ting to the striatum andNE neurons elsewhere, their input-output
structures are markedly different. The NE circuit architecture is632 Cell 162, 622–634, July 30, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.consistent with a role to ‘‘broadcast’’ a general message
throughout the brain, which may be optimal for coordinating
brain states such as sleep and arousal. The DA system is better
suited for sending discrete signals. For example, subpopulations
of VTA-DA neurons have previously been found to differentially
encode reward and aversion in mice (Lammel et al., 2012) and
non-human primates (Matsumoto and Hikosaka, 2009). Indeed,
the circuit architecture of using parallel channels to encode
discrete information may be evolutionarily conserved; recent
studies have identified unique populations ofDrosophilaDA neu-
rons carrying appetitive or aversive signals that project to
discrete zones of the mushroom body, an insect center for
learning and memory (Aso et al., 2014).A Top-Down Reinforcement Signal
In this study, we identified a behavioral function of a previously
unappreciated connection from the anterior cortex to NAcLat-
projecting VTA-DA neurons. Although prior work demonstrated
that altering activity in the PFC changes DA levels in the striatum
(e.g., Karreman and Moghaddam, 1996), other data suggested
that a direct mPFC/VTA-DA/NAcLat circuit did not exist
(Carr andSesack, 2000). Our cTRIO studies revealed amonosyn-
aptic connection from the anterior cortex to NAcLat-projecting
DAneurons, a finding thatweconfirmedwith ex vivo electrophys-
iological recordings from identified NAcLat-projecting VTA-DA
neurons. Using optogenetics and behavioral pharmacology, we
identified a functional role for this circuit in mediating positive
reinforcement. Thus, our data suggest that frontal cortical re-
gions are capable of exerting top-down control of midbrain neu-
rons that contribute to motivated behaviors via DA release in the
NAc, bypassing other intermediary regions such as the LDT and
striatum to directly engage DA neurons and exert executive con-
trol over a powerful neuromodulatory system.
In summary, our data add to a growing body of evidence in
favor of a model wherein functionally distinct midbrain DA
neuron subtypes encode different signals and participate in
largely separate yet interconnected circuits through their biased
input and discrete output pathways. However, much remains to
be understood. For example, investigating the circuit properties
of NAc inputs onto both DA and GABA neurons (feedback and
feed-forward inhibition) and defining the message encoded in
the firing patterns of each of these DA neuron subpopulations
in response to various natural stimuli will be necessary to under-
stand the normal and pathophysiological functions of these
important circuits.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Mice and Viral Procedures
DAT-Cre (Ba¨ckman et al., 2006), tdTomato Cre reporter Ai14 (Madisen et al.,
2010), and C57Bl/6 mice were obtained from the Jackson Laboratories, and
GAD2-Cre mice (Taniguchi et al., 2011) were obtained from Josh Huang.
Mice were housed on a 12 hr light/dark cycle with food and water ad
libitum. Viral vectors were prepared as previously described (Schwarz et al.,
2015). Detailed procedures for rabies tracing, TRIO, cTRIO, and axonal arbor-
ization are described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. All proce-
dures followed animal care and biosafety guidelines approved by Stanford
University’s Administrative Panel on Laboratory Animal Care and Administra-
tive Panel of Biosafety.
Electrophysiology
Six-week-old DAT-Cremice were injected with AAV1-CMV-FLEx-GFP into the
VTA, rhodamine-conjugated retrobeads into the NAcLat, and AAVDJ-hsyn1-
ChR2(H134R)-eYFP into the LHb, mPFC, or anterior cortex. 8 weeks later,
recordingswere done as previously described (Lammel et al., 2011). Excitatory
postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) were recorded in whole-cell voltage clamp;
series resistance and input resistance were monitored on-line with a 4 mV
hyperpolarizing step (50 ms). Neurons were voltage clamped at –60 mV to re-
cord AMPAR EPSCs. For drug application, CNQX (10 mM) was added to the
ACSF. Connections were defined as neurons that exhibited an average current
(over 5 sweeps) ofR10 pA recorded either at –60 mV or +40 mV.
Behavior
AAV5-hsyn1-eYFP or AAV5-hsyn1-ChR2(H134R)-eYFP (0.5 ml) was infused
bilaterally into the anterior cortex of C57Bl/6 mice. Optical fibers were im-
planted dorsal to the VTA, and cannulae were implanted targeting the NAcLat.
More than 8 weeks following virus infusions, ChR2-eYFP mice and eYFP con-
trols were given 5 daily ICSS training sessions during which they could
respond at 5 nosepoke ports. A response at each port produced 2 s of
473 nm light, pulsed at a particular frequency (20, 10, 5, 1, or 0 Hz). Following
ICSS training, a subset of high-responding ChR2-eYFP mice was used for
drug infusion studies. These mice received bilateral 0.25 ml infusions of either
flupenthixol (F114, Sigma, dissolved in saline) or saline vehicle through the im-
planted guide cannula 10 min prior to ICSS sessions.
Statistical Analysis
Results of all statistical analyses for tracing experiments are provided in Table
S2. For each input brain region, paired t tests were used for input tracing and
ISH experiments, and one-way ANOVAs were used for TRIO and cTRIO data,
with correction for multiple comparisons. (We did not use two-way ANOVA
because the data from different brain regions did not meet the equal variance
assumption.) For starter cell distributions, t tests were used with corrections
for multiple comparisons. Behavioral data were analyzed with parametric or
non-parametric one-way repeated-measures ANOVAs followed by Holm-
Sidak or Tukey post hoc tests.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
six figures, and three tables and can be found with this article online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2015.07.015.
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